Figure 1. Resident Speed Dating: Resident Survey

What is your current status?
- R1
- R2
- R3
- R4 - general pediatrics
- sub-specialty resident or fellow
- completed training - work primarily as a general pediatrician
- completed training - work primarily as a sub-specialist
- other

What was the outcome of Speed Dating for you?
- I chose a preceptor and did almost exactly the project that they presented at Speed Dating.
- I chose a preceptor from Speed Dating and did a project related to one of the ones that they presented at Speed Dating.
- I chose a preceptor from Speed Dating but did a project unrelated to any that they presented at Speed Dating.
- I did not find a project or preceptor at Speed Dating.
- I chose a project the same as or similar to one at Speed Dating but did it with a different preceptor.
- I did not attend Speed Dating.
- Other

Who came up with your project?
- It was mainly my idea.
- It was mainly my preceptor's idea.
- We came up with the idea together.

Which best describes your reaction when you first found out that you would be expected to attend Speed Dating?
- I dreaded having to go.
- I looked forward to Speed Dating.
- I felt neutral about it.

How stressful was Speed Dating for you?
- Not at all
- A bit
- It was definitely stressful for me.
- I did not attend Speed Dating.

For the most part, did you enjoy Speed Dating?
- Yes
- No
- neutral
- I did not attend Speed Dating.

Did Speed Dating make it easier for you to find a research project than if you were just provided a list of potential topics and preceptors?
- Yes
- No
- I did not attend Speed Dating but think that it would have helped me.
- I did not attend Speed Dating and do not think that it would have helped me.

Did you feel pressured to make up your mind quickly before others chose the project that you wanted?
- Yes
- No

Did the pressure to choose result in you selecting a project that you later regretted choosing?
- Yes
- No

For future residents, what do you think would be the best format for Speed Dating?
- The current format (each resident meets with each preceptor)
- A format where residents can pick and choose which preceptors they meet with
- A format where each preceptor has 5 minutes to speak to the entire group and residents then go ask them questions individually if they want to
- Another format
You were provided about 5 minutes per preceptor. How many minutes do you think would be ideal?

Please provide any other comments that you have about Speed Dating or about matching residents with potential preceptors.